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1. Background

Proposal

GSP Group was retained by 2506780 Ontario Inc. and Gamma Developers Limited to assist

with a Zoning By-law Amendment process for a site at the northwest corner of Victoria Road

South and MacAlister Boulevard in Guelph. This subject 4.9-hectare site (referenced as “the

site” through this Brief) forms part of the remaining undeveloped portions of the “Kortright East”

neighbourhood. The current Official Plan policy affecting the site intends for medium and high

density multiple residential forms. The proposed zoning would facilitate the development

concept options prepared for the site, which demonstrate a full build-out between 367 and 400

residential units consisting of stacked townhouses and apartments.

Application

The site’s existing “Agricultural (A) Zone” in the Township of Puslinch Zoning By-law No. 19/85

does not permit multiple residential uses, so a Zoning By-law Amendment is required to permit

the proposed development concept. The proposed application would change the zoning on the

site to a new “Cluster Townhouse (R.3A) Zone”, “High Density Apartment Zone (R.4B) Zone”,

and “Conservation Land (P1) Zone” with site-specific provisions in the City of Guelph Zoning By-

law. The proposed zoning is structured to allow the site’s individual parcels to develop on a

stand-alone basis or more comprehensively as a single development.

Purpose and Outline

An Urban Design Brief is required as part of the compete Zoning By-law Amendment

application, per the pre-submission consultation meeting for the site held on November 2, 2016.

Urban Design Briefs per the City’s terms of reference are meant as an evaluation tool to “ensure

new developments have examined opportunities/constraints of a site” and “provide design

solutions that are context-sensitive and respond to urban design policy context”. Accordingly,

this Urban Design Brief:

o Outlines the physical context of the site and its surrounding context (Section 2);

o Outlines the relevant design-related policies of the Guelph Official Plan (Section 3);

o Outlines the intended vision and objectives for the site’s design and development

(Section 4); and,

o Assesses how the proposed development’s design responds to the City’s design

policies in the Official Plan (Section 5);

o Assesses how the proposed development design responds to the City’s design

standards for townhouses and mid-rise buildings (Section 6);

o Provides a summary of conclusions regarding the proposed design (Section 7).
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2. Physical Context

Site Description

The site is 4.9 hectares in total area and is located immediately to the northwest of the

intersection of Victoria Road South and MacAlister Boulevard, surrounded to the west and/or

north by the Torrance Creek Wetlands. It is comprised of two separate parcels of land. The

northern parcel (the “Bluewater” parcel) is 2.25 hectares and has approximately 204 metres of

frontage on Victoria Road South. The southern parcel (the “Gamma” parcel) is 2.58 hectares in

area and has approximately 170 metres of frontage on Victoria Road South and 166 metres on

MacAlister Boulevard.

Subject Site’s Parcels
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On-Site Attributes

The site is currently undeveloped and there

are no existing buildings or structures on

the site. Except for fill piles along the

eastern and northern edges of the site, a

remnant of the construction of the broader

Kortright East neighbourhood, the site is

generally flat but does slope somewhat

from southwest to northeast. The site is

generally cleared of all vegetation owing to

the site’s past use for fill and construction

staging purposes as part of the broader

neighbourhood. There are no current

municipal services on the site, although

there are existing sanitary, water and

stormwater infrastructure within the

MacAlister Boulevard right-of-way, and

sanitary and water within the Victoria Road

South right-of-way. There are existing

driveway accesses to the site from

MacAlister Boulevard for access to the

previous sale centre and from Victoria

Road South for fill storage purposes.

Site Context

The site is one of the last remaining undeveloped blocks in the Kortright East neighbourhood

located at the eastern entrance at the intersection of Victoria Road South and MacAlister

Boulevard. The site’s immediately surrounding context includes the following:

o North: open field that forms part of the broader natural heritage feature surrounding the

west and north of the site, beyond which is a proposed detached dwelling condominium

development accessed from Victoria Road South.

o East: combination of agricultural fields and wooded areas across Victoria Road South within

the Township of Puslinch.

o South: undeveloped property planned for a commercial development (385 MacAlister

Boulevard) across MacAlister Boulevard at the southwest corner of Victoria Road South and

MacAlister Boulevard and an existing cluster townhouse development (The Meridian at

Solterra) that flanks MacAlister Boulevard to the west of the proposed commercial property.

o West: wooded area that forms part of the broader natural heritage feature surrounding the

west and north of the site (beyond which are single detached dwellings on the east side of

Zaduk Place).
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Site and Context Photos (March 2017)

1. Site’s frontage (to left) on MacAlister Boulevard looking to Victoria Road South

2. Site’s frontage (to left) on Victoria Road South looking north

3. Wetland and woodland area abutting the west side of the site

4. Agricultural fields on east side of Victoria Road South facing the subject site

5. Cluster townhouses of The Meridian at Solterra project on the south side of MacAlister Boulevard facing the site

6. Undeveloped block planned for commercial uses on the south side of MacAlister Boulevard facing the subject site

3

1

2

6

4

5
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Surrounding Context

Physical Context Plan

800 m

400 m

800 m

400 m

Victoria: Vehicle lanes, dedicated bike
lane and west-side sidewalk

MacAlister: Vehicle lanes and sidewalks
on both sides (ultimately)

Zaduk/Kortright East: Vehicle lanes and
sidewalks on both sides

Existing Transit Stop

Existing Trail Network

Planned Trail Network

Land Uses:

Green Space

Existing Low-Rise Residential

Existing Townhouses

Zoned Commercial Area

Zone Agricultural Lands

Surrounding Uses:

1 Torrance Creek Natural Area

2 Ecole Arbour Vista Public School

3 Jubilee Park

4 Victoria Park East Golf Club

5 Transportation and Advertising Business

6 Detached Dwelling Condominium

6
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3. Design Policy

Guelph Official Plan

Land Use Designations (section 9.3)

The site is designated for higher intensity residential uses on Schedule 2 of the Guelph Official

Plan. The southern Gamma parcel is designated “High Density Residential”, which per Section

9.3.5 is intended for high density multiple residential building forms, generally as apartments,

with heights from 3 and 10 storeys and net densities between 100 units and 150 units per

hectare. The northern Bluewater parcel is designated “Medium Density Residential”, which per

9.3.4 is intended for medium density housing forms, including multiple residential buildings such

as townhouse and apartments, with building heights from 2 to 6 storeys and the net densities

between 35 units and 100 units per hectare. The northern most tip of the Bluewater parcel is

designated “Significant Natural Areas & Natural Areas”.
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Multiple Unit Residential Building Policies (section 9.3.1.1)

Section 9.3.1.1 of the Official Plan identifies design-based criteria for multiple residential

buildings. This section includes the following relevant criteria for the site and the proposed

devleopment:

1. Building form, scale, height, setbacks, massing, appearance and siting are compatible in

design, character and orientation with buildings in the immediate vicinity.

3. The residential development can be adequately served by local convenience and

neighbourhood shopping facilities, schools, trails, parks, recreation facilities and public

transit.

5. Vehicular access, parking and circulation can be adequately provided and impacts

mitigated.

7. Surface parking and driveways shall be minimized.

9. Impacts on adjacent properties are minimized in relation to grading, drainage, location of

service areas and microclimatic conditions, such as wind and shadowing.

10. The development addresses public safety, identified public views and accessibility to

open space, parks, trails and the Natural Heritage System, where applicable.

General Urban Design Policies (section 8)

Section 8 of the Official Plan identifies general urban design policies for the site. Relevant

policies for the site and the proposed development concern:

o Energy efficiency and water conservation (8.1.1);

o Integration with surrounding neighbourhoods (8.2.2);

o Pedestrian-oriented streetscapes (8.2.11);

o Gateway locations and buildings (8.4.1, 8.4.5, 8.4.5);

o Buildings addressing, oriented, and situated to street edges (8.6.1, 8.6.2, 8.6.3);

o Corner buildings and prominent locations (8.6.4, 8.5.5, 8.6.6);

o Screened rooftop equipment (8.6.7);

o Minimized mass of long building facades (8.6.8 and 8.6.11);

o Encouragement of a minimum building height of 2 storeys (8.6.13);

o Design of mid-rise building forms (8.8.1);

o Design high-rise building forms (8.9.1.);

o Location, screening, division, and crossings of parking areas (8.12.4);

o Driveway entrances and internal vehicular circulation (8.13.1 and 8.13.3);

o Location and screening of service areas (8.13.6);

o Pedestrian walking system (8.13.14 and 8.3.15); and,

o Lighting and informal surveillance (8.18.2).
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4. Design Objectives

Formulated as synthesis of the design direction of the Official Plan and Bluewater-Gamma’s

vision and intended building program for the site, a series of design principles formed the basis

for the proposed development options and will inform the approvals process moving forward in

the process. These design principles intend that:

1. The design of the site and buildings will embrace a sense of place and character that

reinforces the site’s situation at a key entrance to the broader neighbourhood with a

unifying character that expresses a high quality site design of spaces together with a

high quality built form and architectural treatment

2. The positioning and design of buildings and outdoors spaces will sensitively reflect the

abutting natural areas system by respecting natural area boundaries and associated

buffer areas while providing an appropriate active edge to these spaces.

3. The layout and design of the site will accommodate direct and convenient movements to

and through the site which includes connected pedestrian walkway system and road

and driveway systems internally on the site that are directly connected to the abutting

public streets and linked to public trails in the surrounding area.

4. The organization of the site will achieve a compatibility of forms both on the site and to

the surrounding neighbourhood, recognizing appropriate transitions in height,

architectural defining and breaking up larger building masses, and parking areas

internalized behind buildings to screen views.

5. The built form and landscape design will reinforce the abutting public street edges of

Victoria Road and McAlister Boulevard, with buildings positioned to ensure an intimate

interrelationship with the public sidewalks, facing front building elevations that support

pedestrian-orientation, and appropriate landscaping and plantings lining the public

sidewalks.

6. There would be an emphasis on the prominence of the site’s corner through building

placement that lines both sides of the corner intersection and a corresponding

architectural treatment that reflects the prominence.

7. The service areas would be internalized within buildings or on the site to minimize their

visibility from the street, including such areas for garbage collection, loading and utility

functions.

8. The site and building design will embrace sustainable design practices in all facets of

design considerations, including opportunities for considering low impact development,

energy efficiency, water conservation, transportation demand management measures,

and other sustainable elements.
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5. Response to Design Policies

Site and Building Layout
(Policies 8.2.2, 8.2.11, 8.18, 8.2.11, 8.6.1 through 8.6.3, 8.6.13)

Master Concept

Two master plan concept options (Options A and B) illustrate proposed development schemes

for a mixed-residential development of stacked townhouses and mid-rise and/or high-rise

apartments. Both Options use the same general site layout in terms of boundaries, access and

circulation pattern, but are differentiated through variations in the residential form, intensity and

configuration for the southern “Gamma” parcel. Option A shows a total of 367 dwelling units

comprised of 156 stacked townhouse units and 211 apartment units. Option B shows a total of

400 dwelling units comprised of 108 stacked townhouse units and 292 apartment units.

Stacked Townhouses (“Bluewater” parcel)

The stacked townhouses are located on the northern Bluewater parcel principally, although they

extend closer to MacAlister Boulevard on the Gamma parcel in Option A. They are oriented on

the site with the garage sides facing inwards on the site and away from the Victoria Road South

and natural area edges of the site. They are currently conceived as three storeys in height and

are arranged with a variety of 6-unit, 8-unit, and 10-unit length and options for rooftop terraces,

upper storey balconies or at-grade amenity spaces. The proposed zoning allows heights up to

four storeys to provide flexibility for different stacked townhouse configuration and architecture

at the time of detailed design. Along Victoria Road South, the buildings are positioned with a

consistent 6 to 7 metre setback with most presenting a front face to the street including

entrances doors, walkways, and windows. To the north and west sides of the site, the proposed

townhouses present a similar front-facing exposure with setbacks varying depending on the

context of the intervening spaces.

Apartments (“Gamma” parcel)

The apartment buildings range between 6 and 10 storeys in height, depending on the

development option. Option A shows two 10-storey buildings near the intersection and along

the Victoria Road and MacAlister Boulevard frontages. Option B shows the same 10-storey

buildings as well as an 8-storey building along the natural area edge and a 6-storey building

centrally. The buildings are positioned with 6 to 6.5 metre setbacks to Victoria Road South and

MacAlister Boulevard to edge the street and internalize surface parking areas on the block in a

perimeter block fashion. The building at the intersection has a greater setback of 17.5 metres

from MacAlister Boulevard for visibility purposes and which would accommodate an enhanced

landscape treatment at the corner. To the natural area edge to the west, the closest the

apartment buildings get is approximately 29 metres in Option A (10 storey) or 19 metres in

Option B (8 storey) to provide separation and space for amenity areas that would transition to

the natural area buffers.
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Master Site Concept

Option A Overall Concept
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Master Site Concept

Option A Preliminary Detailed Plan
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Master Site Concept

Option B Overall Concept
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Master Site Concept

Option B Preliminary Detailed Plan
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Access and Circulation
(Policies 8.13.1, 8.13.3, 8.13.14, 8.3.15, 8.3.16, 8.18.2)

Site Access

Site access is provided by two driveway accesses, one from each of the public streets, to

minimize interruptions and impacts on the abutting public streets. The access from MacAlister

Boulevard is lined up with the existing break in the median and the proposed access for the

commercial site on the south side of MacAlister. The access from Victoria Road South is

located near the site’s northern boundary to maximize the spacing to MacAlister Boulevard and

limit interruptions of the public sidewalk along Victoria Road South.

Site Circulation

The site is organized with a connected system of roadways and walkways moving drivers and

pedestrians through the site. A looped system of roadways leads between the site’s Victoria

Road South and MacAlister Boulevard accesses with connections to individual stacked

townhouse and surface and underground parking garages for the apartment buildings. A

system of walkways lines both sides of most internal roadways, the face of stacked townhouse

blocks facing open spaces, and through the amenity areas. There are direct pedestrian

walkways between the public sidewalks and the buildings lining Victoria Road South and

MacAlister Boulevard. As well, the proposed development contemplates a public trail alignment

running along the west and north sides of the site contained within the natural areas buffers and

stormwater management pond.

Garbage and Loading Access

Drop-off spaces for the apartment buildings that could accommodate loading are positioned on

the building’s inward-facing sides away from the public street edges. Garbage storage and

handling areas for the apartment buildings would be internal to the buildings. Garbage storage

areas for the stacked townhouses can be incorporated into the distributed common amenity

areas as deep well systems.

Parking
(Policies 8.12.1 through 8.12.5)

Stacked Townhouses

Most of the stacked townhouses have individual garages (up to 2 units in the 10-unit townhouse

blocks may not have garages) and all have individual driveways. Buildings that line Victoria

Street South or that face internal common amenity areas have garages on the rear, non-facing

side to provide an attractive, pedestrian-oriented space in these highly visible locations. Visitor

parking spaces are distributed throughout the stacked townhouse area for convenience and to

minimize the perceived size of the visitor parking areas. Smaller clusters of 2 and 3 spaces are

used together with one central larger area of 10 spaces.
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Apartments

The apartment buildings are served by a combination of an underground parking garage (45%

to 60% of parking spaces for Option A or Option B) and a surface parking area for the

remainder of parking needs. Vehicular accesses to the underground parking garage are

situated on the building ends facing away from the Victoria and Macalister intersection to

minimize views. The surface parking area is positioned behind the buildings from the public

street frontages of Victoria Road South and MacAlister Boulevard as much as possible. In the

limited instances where exposed to MacAlister Boulevard, the surface parking area can be

screened in the landscaped strip along the street edge, which is at least 3.5 metres wide. The

circulation system for drivers generally remains consistent between Option A and Option B with

an individual access from each of Victoria Road South and MacAlister Boulevard leading to an

internal circulation loop.

Open Space and Landscape Design
(Policies 8.17 and 8.18.2)

The site is organized with a series of the open, landscaped spaces that are meant to provide a

combination of usable space and visual interest and accents on the site. This system is

comprised of four principal points of emphasis.

1. Along the site’s Victoria and MacAlister edges, the positioning of the stacked

townhouses and apartments accommodates generally 6 to 9 metres of landscape space

that is uninterrupted by vehicular driveways except for the two site accesses. These

spaces will be designed as attractive and welcoming planted edges with supporting

landscape elements. Direct walkway connections will lead between the building fronts

(townhouses and apartments) and the sidewalks along the abutting public frontages. A

regular spacing of deciduous trees can be accommodated in these spaces lining the

property edge, coordinated with street utility placement and heights. The remainder of

these spaces can be finished with sod and planting beds, together with the opportunity

for decorative low-rise walls/fences where desired to provide a distinction between the

public and private realms of the site.

2. The stormwater management pond on the site’s northern edge will contribute to the

site’s overall open space pattern. The planting strategy surrounding this wet pond will

blend urban design, servicing, and natural heritage considerations. It will be designed to

provide a natural appearance to the extent possible, complementing the surrounding

natural heritage system and providing an attractive feature as part of the overall

development. Planting patterns will be designed to assist with cooling of the pond

through shading, and will emphasize the use of native, non-invasive species recognizing

the pond’s context of the abutting natural heritage system. The proposed development

scheme contemplates accommodating a public trail around the perimeter of the pond to

complete the public nature of the space.

3. The proposed development includes a series of larger and smaller shared outdoor

amenity areas distributed through the site for use by all residents. They act as a
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coordinated series of the larger spaces and smaller courtyards, including those

surrounding by buildings and those providing an interface with the abutting natural

areas. The organization and sizing of these spaces provides opportunities for a range

of different types of small scale recreation spaces, such as smaller hardscaped

courtyards that are framed immediately by surrounding buildings to those that are larger,

more open, softscaped areas along the site’s edges shared with the natural area

system. The outdoor spaces would be complemented by indoor spaces provided in the

apartment buildings and by private amenity spaces in the form of balconies or terraces

for each stacked townhouse unit.

4. The remaining spaces surrounding the stacked townhouse and apartment buildings will

accommodate smaller spaces for landscape accents from the development. Where

space permits, these would be comprised of foundation plantings surrounding building

faces and sides and deciduous trees book-ending the townhouse block driveways.

Building Architecture
(Policies 8.5.5, 8.6.4, 8.6.6, 8.6.7, 8.8.1, 8.18.2)

General Character

The development’s architecture draws from the established character in the surrounding

neighbourhood in terms of form, materiality, and colouration. The preliminary elevations on the

following pages demonstrate an intent for a consistent, unifying architectural treatment across

the project that provides for subtle variations throughout the building forms and areas of the site.

Townhouse Design

ABA Architects prepared three preliminary architectural elevations for the stacked townhouses,

including two colour options for the elevations of the 6-unit or 8-unit Terrace TownFlats and the

elevations for the 10-unit TownFlats. Brick is the principal material carried across all townhouse

building elevations, tying to the prevailing material palette in the Kortright East neighbourhood,

although with options for variations depending on the elevation choice. The remainder of the

elevations are comprised of limited interjections of lighter vinyl siding cladding balcony and

terrace locations, vision glass for windows and doors, and black metal balcony and terrace

railings.

The first colour option for the 6/8-unit Terrace TownFlats provides warm brown/grey brick on the

first storeys and extending higher on the side elevations accent purposes, with lighter grey brick

clad on the second and third storeys. The second colour option for the 6/8-unit Terrace

TownFlats provides a relative distinction with lighter grey brick rising consistently on the first two

storeys with the third storey clad in darker brick for a contrasting touch. The materials and

colors for the 10-unit TownFlats follows the general pattern of the first colour option for the

Terrace TownFlats, although with darker brown on the first storey transitioning to lighter brown

on the upper storeys.
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Depth and variety on the stacked townhouse elevations is achieved through a combination of

defining architectural features. Lower and upper storey windows and doors are composed with

a regular rhythm along the building lengths and ends to the extent possible. Distinct lintels and

trim surround windows and doors for accent and interest purposes. Pitched rooflines are used

through all townhouse types, reflecting the surrounding residential forms, with architectural

peaks for distinction along the front and rear elevations. Cornice lines are used throughout the

building elevations to provide vertical distinction between the storeys. Individual garage doors

are separated by structural divisions to reduce their perceived extent along the rear elevation. A

combination of building recessions containing end unit entrance doors, lower and upper storey

window placement, and consistent materiality and colouration to the front and rear elevations.

Apartment Design

ABA Architects has prepared typical building elevations that provide an illustration of the

intended architectural character for the apartment buildings. These elevations are expected to

be refined as the building mass and form takes shape through the Site Plan stage.

Pre-cast concrete is the principal material carried across all sides of the buildings, in brick-

pattern and smooth finishes, meant to visually connect to the proposed stacked townhouse

design and the prevailing material palette in the Kortright East neighbourhood. Complementary

material treatment throughout the remainder of the elevations includes pre-case accent finishes,

visual and spandrel glazing, and metal window frames and railings. Windows are arranged in a

consistent pattern of placement and shape, recognizing some areas of window distinction, and

are accented with pre-cast concrete trim details. The colour palette is a series of lighter and

darker grey colours tying to the stacked townhouses.

A series of projecting “solid” bays and inset balcony areas form the basis for which variation in

materials, colours, and architectural features are composed. Throughout the building

elevations, the inset balconies carve-out the building mass and provide depth to the overall

building elevation composition. Taller proportions of vision glazing forms most of the building

elevations in these areas, with cladding of pre-cast brick-textured concrete for the remainder

consistent with the upper portions for the elevations. Black metal railings line the balconies

meshing with the overall architectural style and colouration.

The solid bay portions on the first three floors are composed of lighter grey pre-cast concrete

with a smooth finish meant to convey a pedestrian-scale base the building. The ground floor

height is taller at 4.5 metres to reinforce and emphasize the pedestrian scale. A large opening

of vision glass surrounds the principal ground floor entrance with a supporting canopy for cover

and signage for wayfinding.

The solid bay portions transition to pre-cast brick-textured concrete in a darker grey for the

middle portions of the building wall extending from the fourth to ninth floors. Lighter grey, pre-

cast concrete bands with a smooth finish separate the middle portion from the first three storeys

and the roof storey for distinction. A measured use of continuous vision and spandrel glazing
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extends vertically through portions of the building’s middle to add variety to fenestration details

across the building.

The solid bay portions further transition to a distinct top storey and roofline. Lighter grey pre-

cast concrete with a horizontal surface finish distinguishes the top storey when viewed from

multiple vantage point. A metal cap provides a finish to the parapet. The ends of the buildings

on the ninth and tenth storeys are stepped back 1.8 metres and 1.2 metres, respectively, from

the floor below to distinguish the roofline and provide expanded outdoor terrace space for upper

storey units.

Shadow Impacts
(Policies 8.9.1, 9.3.1.1)

Option B was modelled for the purposes of demonstrating the “worst case” shadow impacts cast

by the proposed development. Appendix A contains the shadow impact graphics for March 21,

June 21 and December 21 run hourly between 9:00am and 6pm (until 4pm on December 21).

Generally, shadows cast by the proposed buildings on the abutting natural areas, properties,

and public streets are minimal in extent and effect. For March 21, between 8am and 3pm the

cast shadows are largely contained on the site with slight extensions onto the natural areas to

the west first thing in the morning and Victoria Road South and agricultural field beyond later in

the afternoon. For June 21, between 8am and 3pm the cast shadows are entirely contained on

the site and there are limited extensions on the MacAlister Road, the commercial property to the

south, and agricultural fields to the east between 4pm and 6pm. For December 21, between

9am and 12pm the cast shadows are contained largely on the site, after which they

incrementally extend across Victoria Road South in the afternoon.
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Preliminary Building Elevations

Terrace TownFlats (6-unit and 8-unit) – Colour Option 1
Source: ABA Architects
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Preliminary Building Elevations

Terrace TownFlats (6-unit and 8-unit) – Colour Option 2
Source: ABA Architects
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Preliminary Building Elevations

TownFlats (10-unit)
Source: ABA Architects
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Typical Building Elevation

(Public Street facing)

Apartments
Source: ABA Architects
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Typical Building Elevation

(Site interior facing)

Apartments - Building O

Source: ABA Architects
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Sustainable Design
(Policy 8.1.1)

LEED certification is not being pursued, however, the proposed development incorporates or

will explore opportunities for the incorporating the following sustainability elements.

Building Location and Form

The proposed development provides an efficient, compact urban form as part of a broader

mixed-use corridor along Victoria. The site has easy access to other parts of Guelph with a

transit stop at its doorstep surrounding the Victoria and MacAlister intersection, which provide

residents with alternative transportation options and opportunities for “car-reduced” living

options.

Natural Areas and Topography

The site is located outside the regional flood plain and therefore no flood protection measures

are required. Proposed buildings are outside of the buffer areas of the associated woodland

and wetland features abutting the site. Planting plans will emphasize the use of native, non-

invasive species particularly for areas of the site closest to the natural areas edges to the north

and west of the site. The site’s topography is relatively flat and earthworks can work with the

existing grades for development.

Building orientation

The proposed site layout provides a significant amount of southerly exposure to allow for

passive solar gain, recognizing the configuration of the site, with generous amounts of

transparent glazing on building elevations to accommodate gain

Garbage/Recycling

The apartment buildings would include an internal garbage area with include a system of

collection and sorting for garbage, recyclables, and organic waste. The stacked townhouses

would be served by communal garbage and recycling systems throughout the development.

Opportunities for waste management at the time of construction planning will be optimized

wherever possible.

Materials

The use of local manufacturers or suppliers for durable construction materials will be explored,

particularly renewable materials and recycled materials and those that eliminate or minimize

effects on indoor air quality through emissions (low VOC-emitting materials).

Indoor water conservation measures

Indoor water design measures will satisfy the Ontario Building Code in terms of water efficiency

and will include the use of water efficient fixtures for the building, such as low-flush and/or dual-

flush toilets.
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Outdoor water conservation measures

Planting plans will emphasize the use of hardy, native and drought-tolerant species with minimal

irrigation requirements.

Energy efficiency and conservation measures:

The building design will satisfy the Ontario Building Code in terms of energy efficiency and

conservation. Units will be constructed to meet ENERGY STAR standard. Street lights will have

automated controls that turn off with sufficient natural lighting, and street trees will be planted to

help create a cooler microclimate.

Transportation demand management (TDM) measures

TDM measures have not be explored at this time as part of the proposed development but

would be possible through detailed design with consideration for such elements as indoor and

outdoor bicycle parking and designated carpool spaces.

Stormwater Management

The on-site stormwater management facility will provide water quality treatment and extended

detention for erosion control and flood control up to and including the 100-year storm event. The

wet pond. Thermal mitigation measures will be incorporated in the design including shading

around the pond perimeter. No water balance mitigation measures are required for the site

based on the servicing reports, but Low Impact Development (LID) measures can be reviewed

and integrated into the site design at the site plan application stage.
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6. Response to Design Standards

The below provides a preliminary assessment of the proposed design’s response to the

City’s “Built Form Standards for Mid-Rise Buildings and Townhouses” that were approved in

April 2018. The assessment recognizes the proposed site plan options and building elevations

are preliminary in nature and will be refined and assessed in detail at the Site Plan stage.

o Sustainable Site Design standards (Section 6.1): The proposed development

provides an intense, compact urban form as part of a broader mixed-use corridor that

has existing transit stops at its doorstep. The site layout provides for walking and

cycling through the site to access public streets, trails, and transit stops. The site layout

provides a continuity of green space with minimal interruptions around the site’s public

realm edges, within the stormwater pond, and smaller spots internal site that would

accommodate a mature tree canopy. No water balance mitigation measures are

required for the site based on the servicing reports, but Low Impact Development (LID)

measures can be reviewed and integrated into the site design at the Site Plan stage.

Detailed building design and landscape plans would address relevant design standards

concerning built form sustainability elements and measures and sustainable planting

programs, respectively, at the Site Plan stage.

o Access and Circulation (Section 6.2): The site is served by two consolidated site

access points to limit interruption along the Victoria and MacAlister frontages, the latter

aligned with the planned commercial entrance on the south side of MacAlister. The site

walkway system for the most part lines both sides of the private roadway system. The

apartment buildings lining the public streets are shown with pass-through connections

linking to the public sidewalks and the internal parking areas. The stacked townhouses

have their principal building entrances on the non-garage building faces leading to the

public sidewalks or internal site walkways.

o Vehicular Parking (Section 6.2): Parking is internalized on the site behind the

buildings lining the site’s perimeter along Victoria, MacAlister, and the natural area. The

stacked townhouses have individual garages and driveways (measuring 3 metres by 6

metres) rather than a surface parking lot for residents, with the garages that face inward

on the site accessed from the private roadways. The apartment buildings are served by

the combination of an underground parking garage (45 to 60% of parking spaces) and a

surface parking area for the remainder of parking. Underground garage accesses are

integrated into the building mass and located on the building ends to minimize

interruptions of pedestrian movement. The portion of the surface parking exposed along

MacAlister is limited in extent (less than 20% of frontage) and accommodates a

sufficiently wide landscape edge (at least 3.5 metres wide at its narrowest) for plantings

to screen the exposed surface parking areas.

o Bicycle Parking (Section 6.2): Locations for bicycle parking will addressed at the Site

Plan stage in keeping with the design standards. This will include surface parking

locations throughout the site for visitors and internal parking locations within the

apartment buildings for residents.
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o Loading (Section 6.2): Garbage and loading functions are meant to be internalized in

the apartment buildings.

o Common Amenity Areas – Use (Section 6.3): The integrated series of common

amenity areas throughout the proposed development provide a variety of sizes and

settings that can satisfy the use-related design standards with a diversity of passive

spaces and more structured, active spaces. Programming for these spaces would be

designed at the Site Plan stage in keeping with the design standards.

o Common Amenity Areas – Context and Configuration (Section 6.3): The common

amenity areas are distributed throughout the site as larger spaces along the site’s

natural area edge and smaller internal spaces abutting buildings as small courtyards.

Such a system is in keeping with the intended location and context of the design

standards. The smaller courtyards in Option A and Option B framed or abutting building

edges are generally in keeping with length-to-width configuration standards, recognizing

these spaces perform a specific function complementary to the larger spaces lining the

site’s natural area edges. Option B does have a large central amenity space that

reflects the increase intensity of this development option. This large space is lined by

parking on three sides, deviating from the intent of the design standards, however, the

size of this space (30 metres by 70 metres) compensates for such a condition.

o Common Amenity Areas – Size (Section 6.3): On an aggregate basis across the site,

the lower intensity Option A does deviate from the minimum per unit provision of

common amenity space, while the higher intensity Option B is in keeping with the

minimums. This deviation is addressed as part of the site-specific zoning and mitigated

by the additional passive recreation opportunities associated with the proposed public

trail lining the site and the proposed stormwater management pond.

o Landscape Open Space (Section 6.4) and Tree Planting (Section 6.5): On an

aggregate basis, Options A and B for the site providing landscaped open spaces

approaching 60% of the overall site area, which significant exceeds the minimum design

standard. These landscaped open spaces are focused along the site’s public realm

edges (streets and natural areas) and within the stormwater management pond. Within

these spaces, it is expected that detailed landscape plans at the Site Plan stage would

satisfy the specific design standards for soft and hardscape treatments, visual quality,

buffering, and tree planting.

o Mid-Block Connection (Section 6.6): the proposed pedestrian circulation system on

the site principally focuses connections to MacAlister Boulevard (to access the

commercial site, public transit, and the school/park to the west) and to the public trail

lining the site’s west side. These are expected to be the main desire lines for movement

through the site. Additional mid-block connections to Victoria Street South could be

explored as part of the Site Plan stage.

o Lighting (Section 6.7): Lighting plans would address the relevant design standards at

the Site Plan stage.
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o Rooftop Mechanical and Mechanical Systems (Section 6.8): Building design plans

would address the relevant design standards at the Site Plan Stage.

o Utilities and Solid Waste (Section 6.9): Building and landscape plans would address

the relevant design standards at the Site Plan stage.

o Mid-Rise Buildings (Section 7.0): Application of the mid-rise building design

standards depends on the ultimate height of the buildings. The proposed apartment

buildings on Options A and B are shown conceptually for zoning purposes, as detailed

building plans have not been prepared at this time. The general positioning of the

buildings is in keeping with the design standards in terms of street presence and

setbacks and the preliminary architectural elevations demonstrate quality, articulation,

and interest as desired by the design standards. Detailed building design would need

to address relevant design standards at the Site Plan stage.

o Townhouses (8.0): The proposed stacked townhouse forms are conceptual at this

point as well, although the form is more “known” as compared to the apartments. The

proposed layout and positioning of the various blocks is in keeping with the desired

spacing and setbacks of the design standards. Along Victoria Street South, blocks are

10 units in length but significantly less than the maximum length standard (in the order

of 48 metres) with approximately 36 metres of length. Garages are integrated on the

inward-facing sides of the blocks along the site’s perimeter, away from the abutting

public streets, natural areas, and stormwater management pond. Main building

entrances face the public realm for these perimeter blocks with direct pedestrian

connections to public sidewalks or site walkways and sufficient space for front-facing

landscaping. The preliminary building elevations demonstrate the use of high quality

materials, variety and articulation along all building walls, and opportunity for building

elevation variety throughout the site.
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7. Conclusion

This Urban Design Brief was prepared as part of a Zoning By-law Amendment application for a

4.9-hectare site at the corner of Victoria Road South and Macalister Road in Guelph. The site is

currently designated for medium and high density multiple residential forms by the Guelph

Official Plan. The proposed development concept options prepared for the site demonstrate a

full build-out between 367 and 400 residential units consisting of stacked townhouses and

apartments.

In summary, this Urban Design Brief finds that:

1. There are limited design constraints or challenges associated with the site related to

topography or land use or built form adjacencies, recognizing the natural area buffering

requirements associated with the abutting Torrance Creek natural system.

2. The proposed design is a compact and intense residential form with a coordinated and

efficient layout that provides a presence along the public street frontages and supports

active transportation and public transit use to and from the site.

3. The proposed design is configured to provide a strong built form edge along the site’s

significant public realm exposure, including the streets and natural area system, through

a combination of building positioning, orientation of building front faces, screened

parking, intended architectural treatment.

4. The proposed development appropriately incorporates the policy direction of the Guelph

Official Plan as it concerns urban design and sustainable development.

5. The proposed development at this time appropriately responds to the site layout

standards of the City’s “Built Form Standards for Mid-Rise Buildings and Townhouses”,

particularly concerning building massing, parking accommodation, and site access and

circulation.

6. The proposed built form and architecture appropriately responds to the architectural

standards of the City’s “Built Form Standards for Mid-Rise Buildings and Townhouses”,

to the extent known at this time, recognizing further details and review be part of the Site

Plan stage.
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